Molecular Dynamics insight into the role of tertiary (foldon) interactions on unfolding in Cytochrome c
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ABSTRACT

Hydrogen exchange experiments reveal the existence of a foldon structure in Cytochrome c. We performed constant temperature Molecular Dynamics simulations of Cytochrome c to investigate the macroscopic behavior of the foldons. The results showed that the tertiary interactions in Cytochrome c play an important role in the stabilization of the N- and C-terminal helices. We also observed the macroscopic behavior of a black foldon in the process of thermal unfolding. Our results support that Cytochrome c folding occurs in accordance with the classical pathway concept of Levinthal.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The foldon structure of Cytochrome c (Cyt c) was observed by Englander’s group using hydrogen exchange (HX) experiments [1] and by our group using spectrometric experiments including UV absorption, circular dichroism (CD), fluorescence and small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) [2]. These experiments showed that Cyt c consists of several highly cooperative groups, which includes structurally related amino acid residues (ex. α-helix, β-sheet, loop etc.). The residues of the ith group show approximately the same thermodynamic [1,3,4] and kinetic [5,6] behaviors, so one can describe them as a macro-unit that Englander called a foldon. In Cyt c, five foldons were identified by their stability. The blue foldon (N-terminus helix, 1–16th res. and C-terminus helix, 88–104th res.) is the most stable one, and it is followed by green (one helix, 61–70th res. and one loop, 17–37th res.), yellow (β-sheet, 38–40th and 58–60th res.), red (one loop, 71–87th res.) and black foldons (one infrared, or nested-yellow loop, 41–57th res.), respectively [1]. Here the black foldon is used for later graphical convenience (see Fig. 1). Such behavior of Cyt c allows a coarse-grained approach in theoretical modeling of Cyt c behavior [2,7]. Remarkably, these simple models provide a consistent explanation of the non two-state thermodynamics and multi-exponential kinetics of Cyt c [2,7] as a manifestation of the underlying foldon structure. Nevertheless, protein folding is governed by a large number of heterogeneous molecular interactions in a multidimensional, configurational space. Thus, there is a need to fill the gap between the micro and foldon levels of theoretical description of Cyt c. In this Letter, we present our early efforts using Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations to detect foldon’s cooperative behavior from microscopic molecular motions. Such a connection should prove useful for understanding the mechanism of Cyt c folding–unfolding in accordance with the classical pathway concept of Levinthal [8]. At this point it should be noted that the classical concept of Levinthal does not contradict the modern energy landscape framework. Rather the classical concept is the limiting case of the modern energy landscape theory, though each of them has diverse implications for protein-folding mechanisms.

The classical pathway concept suggests the existence of discrete intermediates; protein molecules eventually fold into the native state by visiting intermediates in the specific pathways. Although much effort has been made using energy landscape theory [9], which is based on the attractive and intuitive principle of minimal frustration that allows proteins to fold through a large number of intermediates (conformational ensemble) along a funnel-like pathway (non-specific pathway), experimental studies support the classical scenario for Cyt c [1] and some other proteins [10,11]. Kinetic spectroscopy measurements reveal the existence of intermediates upon folding of Cyt c [12–14]. It was not until the HX experiments performed by Englander’s group, that detailed structural information about the intermediates was known [1,3–6,15–17]. Furthermore, their results also demonstrated that five foldons are sequentially put together to form the intermediates all the way to the native state, which is consistent with the classical Levinthal folding picture. This finding attracted biological physicists to design phenomenological models of Cyt c to show the classical scenario in protein folding [7,18]. While much research has been devoted to
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1 For interpretation of color in Fig. 1, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.
the folding mechanism of Cyt c, it is still a question of ongoing discussion. The results presented here confirm that tertiary interactions of foldon units play a determining role in Cyt c folding. First of all, we found that foldons are unstable if removed from the context of the native Cyt c surrounding. Secondly, we observed the collective movement of the residues of the black foldon out of the Cyt c matrix in the process of temperature unfolding. Both of these results are in line with thermodynamically observed sequential folding and validate the use of coarse-grained models with foldons as interacting units. Since those models provided a good explanation of the thermodynamic and kinetic behavior of Cyt c [12–14], the results presented here should prove useful for understanding the basic mechanism of protein folding.

One is interested in answering the question of ‘How can the Cyt c molecule quickly search all possible random trajectories along a unique pathway?’ The plausible answer is the reduction of multidimensional space due to protein degrees of freedom into foldon subspaces; for Cyt c this was proposed for the first time by Bai et al. [1]. They hypothesized that each folding step of Cyt c requires exploring the reduced configurational space that results in sequential folding. This idea has been examined by Morozov et al. [7]. They found that taking into account five foldon units gives the folding time-scale of Cyt c around 1 s, which is a biologically sensible time-scale [7], provided that the time-scale of the microscopic backbone motions are around 50 ps [19,20]. Thus, sequential organization of foldon structures allows one to successfully resolve Levinthal’s paradox. It should be noted, that Schlag et al. reported that the reduction of entropic barriers by solvent effect for microscopic backbone motions is needed as well to reach the 50 ps time scale, which is much shorter than that of the related motions in gas phase [21].

2. Methods

Classical MD simulations were carried out using the NAMD program, version 2.6 [22] with the CHARMM 27 force field [23]. A new charge set and CHARMM parameters for the Heme group in oxidized Cyt c was given by Luthey-Schulten’s group [24]. These new charges and parameters are based on ab initio density functional theory (DFT) quantum calculation at the B3LYP/6-31G level, which is supposed to provide more accurate simulations for Heme proteins. The initial structure of Cyt c was taken from the high-resolution X-ray structure (PDB code: 1HRC) [25]. The construction of the system, visualization and data analysis was conducted using VMD molecular visualization program [26]. Periodic boundary conditions together with an explicit water model (TIP3P) [27] was used. The system contained 14 859 atoms including 9257 water molecules, 1 Na+ ion and 8 Cl− ions. The purpose of adding the ions is to neutralize the side chain charges under physiological conditions (pH 7), which results in a concentration of 0.1 M (defined as (#Na+ + #Cl−)/volume). An NpT ensemble was performed using the Langevin piston method [28] for keeping pressure at 1 atm with an oscillation period coefficient and a damping coefficient of 100 fs−1 and 50 fs−1, respectively. Similarly, Langevin bath was taken for the constant temperature with a damping coefficient of 5 ps−1. Moreover, the SHAKE algorithm [29] and a 2 fs integration time step were employed in all simulations. Finally, full electrostatics were calculated using the Particle-Mesh Ewald approach [30].

In order to demonstrate the dependence of tertiary interactions on the stability of foldons, two simulation sets were prepared. The first set was constructed to simulate the dynamics of the whole Cyt c molecule, which is aimed to provide the full tertiary interactions for each foldon. The initial structure of Cyt c (1HRC) was minimized for 2000 steps, followed by equilibration for 100 ps under NpT ensemble conditions. Three trajectories were obtained by

![Fig. 1. The structure of Cyt c (1HRC). Each foldon is colored and drawn in ribbon style. Heme group is presented in licorice style with a centered, red ball denoting the Fe(III) ion. The blue foldon’s N-helix spans residues 1 to 16, and its C-helix spans residues 88 to 104. The green foldon’s helix spans residues 61 to 70, and its loop spans residues 17 to 37. The yellow foldon spans residues 38 to 40 and 58 to 60. The red foldon spans residues 71 to 87. Finally, the black foldon spans residues 41 to 57. The transparent parts (only the yellow and black foldons are shown) show the macroscopic movements observed at 400 K (structure snapshot at time step 12 000 ps). (For interpretation of the references in color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](image1)

![Fig. 2. The flow chart of the MD simulations for the whole Cyt c, single N-helix and C-helix.](image2)
performing MD simulations at temperatures of 300, 350 and 400 K. See Fig. 2 for a simulation flow chart. The other set was constructed to simulate the foldon stability without tertiary interactions. N-ter and C-ter helices were taken out of Cyt c. The MD simulation of each helix was prepared and performed with the same simulation condition mentioned above. See Fig. 2. Root mean square deviation (RMSD, relative to X-ray structure) and center-of-mass (COM) of the foldons (ex. α-helix, β-sheet, loop etc.) were calculated. The formulations of RMSD and COM are given by

$$\text{RMSD} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N_h} (\mathbf{r}_i - \mathbf{r}_{i,c})^2}{N_h}}$$

and

$$\text{COM} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} m_i \mathbf{r}_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} m_i}$$

respectively,

where $N_h$ is the number of heavy atoms (C, N, O atom) in the protein backbone. $N$ is the number of total atoms (including H atom). The $\mathbf{r}_i$ is the position vector of the $i$th atom during the simulation, and $\mathbf{r}_{i,c}$ denotes the position vector of the $i$th atom in the X-ray structure (1HRC). $m_i$ is the mass of the $i$th atom.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Stability of N and C helices due to tertiary interactions

The N and C helices are found to be the most stable foldons in Cyt c [16]. The stability of the secondary structure for the blue foldon with and without Cyt c surrounding has been examined. The RMSD value (relative to X-ray structure) for the blue foldon is given in Fig. 3. Overall, the fluctuation and absolute value of the RMSD for each helix at a higher temperature (400 K) showed a tendency to increase. It is obvious that this kind of structural fluctuation is due to temperature-induced local conformational fluctuations. At 300 K, the RMSD value of both the single N and C helices (RMSD 2–3), which neglects the Cyt c surrounding, deviated far from the RMSD value of the N and C helices in the native Cyt c surrounding (RMSD 0.5–1) over the simulation time studied. The structural difference between the helix (N or C) with and without...
out the native Cyt c surrounding can be further demonstrated by the Ramachandran plot given in Fig. 4. It was found that two groups (with and without Cyt c surrounding) are populated in different sub-regions in the helix domain. Interestingly, the single helix (N or C) without Cyt c surrounding populated in an area that is not typical for \( \alpha \)-helices \((\varphi, \psi) = (-60, -40)\), suggesting the existence of a local (meta-) stable state (whether it is \(3_{10}\)-helix, \( \pi \)-helix or other species needs to be examined further). The corresponding structures in ribbon style are drawn in Fig. 5. We found that the helical (N or C) structures with and without the Cyt c surrounding do not overlap very well with each other; hence, it provides the evidence for a structural difference. These results can be explained by considering the importance of the native surroundings for the stability of the secondary structure. Moreover, our results are also consistent with those of Makhatadze et al. [31], who showed the stabilization of secondary structural elements by tertiary interactions. Although many studies have agreed on the stabilization of secondary structural elements by tertiary interactions [31,32], our results provide direct evidence from microscopic all-atom simulations that native tertiary interactions provide stability to secondary structures.

3.2. Macroscopic behavior of the black foldon and its role in the active site of Cyt c

Early on, the black foldon, originally named nested-yellow loop, was considered to be part of the yellow foldon [1]. It was then found that the nested-yellow loop reversibly folds and unfolds as a separate cooperative unit [33]. The black foldon has biologically functional activities and accounts for the first step (the least stable) in Cyt c unfolding. In this study, we observed the macroscopic behavior of this foldon. It was assumed that the macroscopic behavior of each foldon can be directly related to its center-of-mass (COM). The COM of each foldon was computed, and the macroscopic behavior of each foldon was measured at different temperatures by calculating the distance between each foldon’s COM and the Heme’s COM. The macroscopic behavior of each foldon is presented in Fig. 6. The results show that the distance of the blue, green, and red foldons were almost unchanged at 300 and 400 K during the simulation time; however, the distance of the yellow and black foldons started to increase at around 3000 ps, which resulted in the collective motions of the foldons. This large-scale collective motion of the black foldon was the first macroscopic behavior observed in our time-resolved MD simulations. It was then followed by the yellow foldon ~600 ps later (Fig. 1, transparent parts). This result is consistent with earlier findings suggesting that the black foldon is the last folding event in the sequential folding mechanism (or first folding event in unfolding). Meanwhile, we found that the yellow foldon formed before the black foldon (or unfolded after black foldon), which agrees with the sequential folding order proposed by Englander et al. [3]: blue \(\rightarrow\) green \(\rightarrow\) yellow \(\rightarrow\) red \(\rightarrow\) black. Although our results did not show the stepwise folding mechanism for all of the foldons, they do provide direct evidence of macroscopic foldon behavior from a microscopic approach.

In addition to determining the folding pathway, the black foldon of Cyt c probably serves as the gatekeeper to the active site of Cyt c. First, MD and NMR studies have been used to examine the flexible parts of Cyt c [34–36]. Recently, this flexibility was further confirmed by a SAXS experiment [2] (pH unfolding). Second, it was found that the de-protonation rate of buried Heme-related groups correlates well with the black foldon unfolding rate, suggesting that solvent species can access the Heme crevice [37]. In this study, our MD results showed the flexibility of the black foldon (see Fig. 6) and qualitatively demonstrated the opening of the black foldon, thereby exposing the Heme to the solvent (see Fig. 1). These results support the notion that the black foldon plays an important role in mediating the conformational gating reaction.
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